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Abstract—Lawsone is a pigment that occurs naturally in plants. It has been used as a skin and hair dye for a long time. Moreover, its different biological activities have been reported. The present study focused on the effect of lawsone on a plant cell model represented by tobacco BY-2 cell suspension culture, which is used as a model comparable with the HeLa cells. It has been shown that lawsone inhibits the cell growth in the concentration-dependent manner. In addition, changes in DNA methylation level have been determined. We observed decreasing level of DNA methylation in the presence of increasing concentrations of lawsone. These results were accompanied with overproduction of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Since epigenetic modifications can be caused by different stress factors, there could be a connection between the changes in the level of DNA methylation and ROS production caused by lawsone.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Naphthoquinones represent a group of naturally occurring secondary metabolites. They were found in some actinomycetes, fungi, lichens, and algae as well as in higher plants [1]. Naphthoquinones are interesting due to their broad range of biological effects including antibacterial, antiviral, antipyretic, anti-inflammatory, antiproliferative, and cytotoxic properties. Especially their cytotoxic effect awakens an interest as promising anticancer drugs. They are able to interfere with various biochemical processes. Important is their ability to interact with electron transport, creation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that are responsible for interfacing with other molecules, mainly proteins, membrane lipids, and nucleic acids [2]. All above-mentioned mechanisms can result in programmed cell death [3]. Lawsone as a pigment in the leaves of Lawsonia inermis has been used as a skin and hair dye [4]. Nevertheless, it possesses cytotoxic properties that deal with its ability to create ROS [5].

Epigenetic modifications can be induced by different stress factors and can further influence regulation of gene expression. It is suggested that DNA methylation status can be changed by environmental stresses. The level of DNA methylation can be both increased and decreased by stress factors [6]. Correlation between DNA methylation and gene inactivity has already been documented [7]. Hypomethylation of DNA is associated with gene activation whereas extra methylated genes become silenced [8].

The aim of our study was to investigate lawsone-induced DNA methylation changes in tobacco BY-2 cells.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Plant Material and Lawsone Treatment

Nicotiana tabacum L. cv. Bright Yellow-2-suspension-cultured cells (BY-2) were grown in liquid medium according to Murashige and Skoog [9], modified by Nagata et al. [10] with constant shaking (125 rpm) at 26,5°C at a photoperiod of 12 h light and 12 h dark in 250-ml Erlenmeyer flasks. Cells in the exponential growth phase were treated by lawsone for 24 h and 48 h. Lawsone was dissolved in DMSO and added to the suspension at final concentrations 0, 60, 80, 100 μM in triplicates. The control cells were exposed to dimethylsulfoxide. Both treated and control cells were harvested by vacuum filtration after 24 h and 48 h, respectively.

B. DNA Extraction

BY-2 cells were homogenized under liquid nitrogen using a pre-chilled mortar and pestle. Total DNA was extracted from the tobacco cells by using DNeasy® Plant Mini Kit from Qiagen (Sollentuna, Sweden).

C. DNA Methylation

DNA methylation was analysed by the Luminometric Methylation Assay (LUMA) [11] in a PyroMark Q24 instrument (QIAGEN) using Pyro Gold Reagents (QIAGEN). DNA was cleaved in two parallel setups with restriction enzymes HpaII and MspI from Fisher Scientific (Gothenburg, Sweden). Height peaks were calculated using the PyroMark Q24 Analysis Software (QIAGEN).

D. TBARS Assay

Thiobarbituric acid (TBA) reagents were analysed as a measure of lipid peroxidation [12]. Malondialdehyde (MDA), a product of lipid peroxidation, reacts with TBA giving thiobarbituric acid reactive substances (TBARS), measured by spectrophotometer at 532 and 600 nm.

III. RESULTS

The influence of lawsone on the cell suspension culture BY-2 was determined after 24 h and 48 h treatment. Lawsone was added at the exponential growth phase of BY-2 cell culture. The presence of lawsone caused a concentration...
dependent decrease of growth after 24 h and 48 h compared to BY-2 control cells. A stronger influence was determined in concentration 80 μM and maximum decline in the cell growth was observed at the lawsone concentration 100 μM after both 24 h and 48 h exposure (Fig. 1).

The changes of DNA methylation were detected after lawsone treatment for 24 h and 48 h. Two restriction enzymes, HpaII and MspI were chosen to determine DNA methylation level. For these endonucleases is characteristic the recognition of the same DNA sequence 5'-CCG-3', but they have different sensitivity to cytosine methylation. DNA is cleaved according to the position of methyl groups on cytosine moieties. If there is the methylation of external and internal cytosine (5mC5mCGG) or external cytosine (5mCGG), none of the enzymes is able to cut the sequence. On the other hand, unmethylated DNA strands are cut by both enzymes. DNA sequence with methylated internal cytosine (5mCGG) is recognized and digested by MspI whereas HpaII is not able to cut DNA in the presence of methyl group at the internal cytosine [13]. Since the growth of BY-2 cells was strongly inhibited at the concentration 100 μM, the level of DNA methylation changes was determined for concentrations 0, 60, 80 μM. Fig. 2 shows the changes in DNA methylation after 24 h lawsone exposure. DNA treated by lawsone in 80 μM concentration is more cleaved by HpaII (Fig. 2 (a)) compared to the control cells. The same cleavage pattern was observed for MspI cleavage (Fig. 2 (b)). This points out on DNA hypomethylation caused by lawsone. As shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), the levels of DNA methylation were decreased as well after 48 h treatment. DNA sequence was cleaved by restriction endonucleases with the highest effect observed for 80 μM lawsone. DNA methylation changes were determined already after 24 h exposure of cell suspension culture BY-2 to lawsone. The experiment provided the lawsone ability to induce DNA hypomethylation in concentration- and time-dependent manners.

![Graph 1: Growth response of tobacco BY-2 cells treated with lawsone.](image1)
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The level of lipid peroxidation after lawsone treatment was detected to proof its ability to create ROS that can react with DNA and form DNA adducts. The final product of lipid peroxidation, malondialdehyde (MDA), was determined spectrophotometrically at 532 nm and 600 nm. Our results...
showed an increase in MDA production, with the highest amount at 100 μM concentration (Fig. 4). These results could correlate with the cell growth as well as with the changes of DNA methylation level.

IV. DISCUSSION

Lawsone, a secondary metabolite derived from 1, 4-naphthoquinone, has been used as a dye for hair and skin since 1400 BC [4]. Nevertheless, it has been described as a cytotoxic agent, similarly as other naphthoquinones. Cytotoxic activity of metallic complexes with lawsone [13] and its amino derivatives [14] were reported.

In this study, the influence of lawsone on the cell suspension culture BY-2 was determined in two different time treatments. Our results demonstrate that lawsone can effectively affect tobacco BY-2 cell growth in the concentration-dependent manner. The inhibiting effect of naphthoquinones on the cell viability has already been reported [3]. Furthermore, it is known that naphthoquinones can interact with electron transport and create reactive oxygen species (ROS) that subsequently cause damage of biomolecules, such as DNA, lipids, and proteins and lead to programmed cell death [2]. Therefore, a product of lipid peroxidation was evaluated by spectrophotometric method. Increased free radical creation was observed in both time intervals after treatment with lawsone at 80 μM and 100 μM concentrations as indicated the malondialdehyde (MDA) production. The amount of MDA correlated with the lawsone-induced growth depression.

DNA methylation was studied after lawsone treatment for 24 h and 48 h. Changes in the level of DNA methylation were analysed by LUMA method [11]. Methylation changes were detected in the CCGG sequence. DNA sequence was recognized and cut by restriction enzymes according to the methylation status of cytosine residues. We found out that lawsone exposure for both 24h and 48 h causes DNA hypomethylation at higher evaluated concentration.

Epigenetic modifications, including DNA methylation, histone modifications, and chromatin remodelling, can be affected by different environmental factors. All these epigenetic traits can cause an alteration of gene expression without modification to the underlying genetic sequence [15]. DNA methylation is nowadays intensively studied epigenetic mark. The correlation between DNA methylation and gene inactivity has been reported [16]. In mammals and plants, transcriptionally inactive heterochromatin is associated with the hypermethylation of DNA at CG sites. In contrast to this, DNA hypomethylation is characteristic for active euchromatin [17]. One of the stress factors that can change DNA methylation are ROS. Therefore we presume that changes in DNA methylation level observed after lawsone exposure may be caused by overproduction of ROS.
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